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a-c) Bretherton et al. 2005 d-f) Satoh et al. 2016
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This motivated the development of Flex-UM, the flexible model framework for the UM.
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Bench mark against the GFDL aquaplanet (Frierson et al. 2007) model.

- Gray radiation,

- simple boundary layer,

- slab ocean aquaplanet,

- no clouds,

- constant isolation, and

- simple Betts-Miller
convection scheme.
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2. What can we do with Flex-UM?

2.1 Everything you could do in the UM. There are now more options.

3. What is new?

3.1 We can now switch between simple and complex settings

3.2 Bigger picture: as more parameterisations are included we have a broader hierarchy
to use.

4. Why is this helpful?

4.1 Avoiding separate models. Flex-UM is part of the UM infrastructure - ie just flags!

4.2 Now have different parameterisation options that were not previously available.
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Progress and Plans

1. The simple Betts-Miller convection code is on the UM trunk at v11.3 (current
release).

2. We aim to have the other parameterisations in review during the next two revision
cycles.

3. After the review, we will write this up in a GMD paper.



Plans for using Flex-UM?

Moch-Walker circulation simulations similar to Bretherton et al. 2006 but on a sphere.

(a) APE SST (b) Adapted Bretherton et al. 2006
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Summary

1. Flex-UM is aimed to fill in the gaps between the idealised UM and the
comprehensive UM.

2. We are in the final stages of validation and aim to have all the code on the UM
trunk this year.

3. When Flex-UM is available for use, we plan to run Mock-Walker simulations, run
some RCE cases, and CP evaluation for CoMorph and other schemes.
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